Preclinical and early systemic lupus erythematosus.
The challenge of early diagnosis and treatment is a timely issue in the management of systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), as autoimmunity starts earlier than its clinical manifestations. Hence, growing efforts for stratification of patients according to the individual risk of developing specific clinical manifestations and/or predicting a better response to a given treatment have led to the proposal of several biomarkers, which require validation for use in clinical practice. In this viewpoint, we aim at distinguishing and discussing the features and the approach to asymptomatic immunological abnormalities potentially heralding the development of SLE, defined as preclinical lupus, and clinical manifestations consistent with SLE not yet fulfilling classification criteria, defined as early lupus. In case of preclinical SLE, careful surveillance using available screening tools is paramount, while patients with early lupus deserve an appropriate and timely diagnosis and, consequently, a proper treatment including hydroxychloroquine as the anchor drug.